EUROPEAN RESEARCHERS'NIGHT in Dolna Mitropoliya Municipality Bulgaria

The European Night of Scientists in the Municipality of Dolna Mitropolia was officially opened in the town of Trastenik by Mr. Petar Petrov, Chairman of the Municipality of Dolna Mitropoliya Dolna Mitropoliya, who pointed out the important role that science and research have in the life of each of us. Exoplanets, light pollution, GLOBE AND NIGHT, GLOBE, Light Nature, Pig Box, Laser Astro Show, and telescopic observations on Mars were the activities included in the program. Students from 6 and 7 classes in Trastenik, children and parents from the kindergarten. There was an audio connection with Prof. Lachezar Filchev, PhD, Space Research and Technology Institute - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (SRTI-BAS), who answered the children's questions about Cosmic Distance Earth exploration.

All municipal schools and nurseries received as a donation a NASA kite for a project to be performed, with children drawing them on the topic "How do I imagine science after 10 years?"

The EUROPEAN RESEARCHERS'NIGHT is being held under the REFRESH project. This is an abbreviation of English and means Relate, Experience, Find Research Everywhere and SHARE - "Connect, Try, Find Research Everywhere and Share". REFRESH is a 20-month project to celebrate the European Night of Scientists, funded by the European Commission on the Marie Curie Actions of the Horizon 2020 Program. Head of the Center for Research and Analysis with the partnership of the British Council Sofia, Forum Democrit and Science BG.